Voluntary Youth Project
EVAA

Presented by Danny Schott
The idea

- Creating international teams of young people who have the passion of athletics and media to report about EVAC and WMAC
- Network of young volunteers
- Media work of a team of three with the tasks of taking photos, producing videos, writing reports
Tasks of the team

- Appoint an officer for managing the volunteers
- Create the teams which work together
- During championships
  - Video reporter
  - Photographer
  - Author of articles
  - Interviewer
  - Website co-ordinator (EVAA/WMA/facebook)
  - Lifestream reporter (f.e. twitter)
First step

Public relation of the project

- Presentation on www.evaa.ch
- Contact to European National Federation
- Personal letters to the federations
- Advertising in booklets to find attraction of the project
- Motivate national federations to support the project
Second step

Criteria of participation in this project

- Minimum of age 16
- Interest and motivation for athletics and journalism
- Responsibility for the duties and tasks
- Support of the family
- Support of the school/university/employer
- Open to ideas, open to people, open to travel
- Able to work in a team
- Able to co-operate with others
Third step

Realisation of the project in Nowa Ruda Commune
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